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Rick Lowe

About Things
I like touching things. I like holding things. My hands have their
own brains.
I have five working digits on each hand. They are constantly
bending, flexing, looking for things to touch and hold and grasp.
Circumstances permitting, I often find myself involuntarily seeking
out the most desirable-looking thing in the vicinity in hopes of
touching it. I like to squeeze things that are squishy or crunchy,
that give in to pressure. And if it has a texture! That thing’s getting
scratched. . . until I get bored, or annoy someone, or scratch the
texture right off it.
There are two reasons why I like touching. When I was a kid, I
wanted to touch everything. Not pick up and throw across the room,
not put in my mouth and swallow, not use as a bludgeon. Just touch,
and feel, and experience. Certainly never steal, if the thing’s owner
was nearby, or had explicitly forbidden contact with their possessions.
Of course, forgotten things are another story.
“Don’t touch anything!” said my caring, loving, well-meaning
parents. So I didn’t touch any things. I hated that phrase, but I
listened. I was a good boy. I can count the number of times I was
spanked on one hand—not to say that I was never a brat, only that I
learned quickly which lines not to cross.
Do you see where this is going? Need I say more about my
childhood? Need I explain that without an authority figure there to
keep my hands idle at my sides, I now feel so liberated, that I can just
reach out and. . . touch.
Every thing.
That randomly-ridged, faux-marble countertop in the computer
room in high school. The shiny smooth floor at every Kohl’s, ever. The
bumpy labels on bottles of chocolate syrup. Any thing made of clay.
Velvet, velveteen, and rabbits of both persuasions. Those lamb’s ear
plants with their fuzzy leaves. Smooth and glossy wooden chessmen.
A white pine’s needles. Dad’s plastic case for his drill heads, slightly
oily and embossed everywhere with tiny Crown logos. That zig-zaggy
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